
XENOBIOTICS, Toxins, Detoxification  
 
1. The toxins that have been put into our environment over the last 100 years are extreme. Hundreds and thousands of 
synthetic and organic compounds which never have existed before on this planet have been put into our environment and have found 
their way into our water, our air, and our food. 
 
2. The tissues of every person we meet will have these toxins contained in them. The ability for the body to detoxify and stop 
these toxins from doing damage is extremely important. 
 
4. In the science of hormesis, minute amounts of toxins can actually help the body to better deal with these toxins, but also 
have an accentuating affect on life and a stimulatory effect extending longevity. This research was performed by the University of 
Wyoming (ref. Hormesis Study). 
 
5. The basic principle of hormesis and homeopathy is what a poison might cause in its raw dose can be reversed by a more 
dilute dose. From this idea, a line of *XENOBIOTIC products where developed. Xenobiotics meaning "toxic compounds which are 
found in biology that need to be detoxified". These Xenobiotics are compounds that help us to deal with a wide variety of toxins. 
Toxins that might result from the chemical industry, industrial industry, environmental industry, dental industry, toxins from our water 
supply - chlorine and fluorine, and asbestos. Thus, these compounds help the body to detoxify and to deal with these toxic compounds. 
Our clinical research has shown this to be effective in detoxifying. This is a form of isodal therapy and is within the theories of 
homeopathy. 
 

6. List of xenobiotics: 
*ADDEX, *ALGIN, *AMALGAM, 
*AMEBEX, *ASBESTOX, *BAC, 
*BEAUTOX, *CHEMEX, 
*CHLOREX, *ENVIROX, *FNG, 
*INDUSTRIOX, *METAB, 
*METEX, *OPSIN I, *OPSIN II, 
*VERMEX, *VIR. 
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The hormetic formulas known as the Xenobiotic formulas encourage 
detoxification and desensitization. 
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